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Deloitte Finance Club
Agenda

• Opening remarks and chair

Simon Cleveland

• Brexit 3 months on

Ian Stewart
Rick Cudworth

• Questions
• Drinks and networking
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Deloitte Finance Club
A few facts

• Provides an annual programme of technical updates and
hot topic briefings
• Connects our members to relevant experts as well as over
2,500 members across the country
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Deloitte Finance Club
Upcoming programme

Our Spring programme is currently in development – send any
requests or suggestions to us at financeclub@deloitte.co.uk
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Brexit 3 months on
Ian Stewart
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Brexit = collapse in corporate risk appetite
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Brexit effects: economists see sharp 2017 GDP slowdown

2016

2017
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Not a systemic shock
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Initial Brexit shock has eased somewhat
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FTSE250 and small cap have rallied
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Market anxiety expressed in sterling: down 13% so far this year
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Export boost
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Housing market cooling
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Brexit: effect on growth and short/long term business strategies
Macro uncertainty diminishes as
post-EU settlement emerges

Pace of structural change
for business rises as post EU
settlement is implemented

Post-Brexit trend growth…

2.5

Growth higher
GDP growth

Growth same
Growth lower

GDP growth %YoY

2.0

1.5

1.0

Structural change 2016+:
Cyclical shock 2016-18:

0.5

Timing: initially strong,
diminishes as Brexit shock abates
Business response: cost
reduction, balance sheet repair,
capex freeze…

Timing: builds as post-EU settlement
emerges
Business response: systems, relocation, tax, talent, new markets…

0.0

*Stylised representation of evolving business response at different phases of economic cycle

Source: Deloitte Economics & Markets Team, 06/07/16
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Brexit: Stylised choice map*

UK Brexit Minister David Davis says he hopes
the UK will be able to secure a “bespoke”
solutions that avoids off the shelf solutions

STAY
Major EU concessions? Early General Election?
House of Commons blocks Brexit legislation?

Eventual outcome
UK concedes on free movement
to retain Single Market access

(Norway)
Greater structural change for business

Free
movement of
EU nationals

EEA

EFTA
(Switzerland)

LEAVE
‘Trigger’
Article 50
PM May says Brexit means
Brexit,
2YRS+
machinery of government, public opinion

FTA

UK controls on
movement of
EU nationals

(Canada)

WTO
(US)

Migration widely seen as key factor in
referendum outcome; polls show
immigration top political issue

*Options neither exhaustive nor mutually exclusive

Source: Deloitte Economics & Markets Team, 05/09/16
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Brexit = pressure to improve business environment

Rates of business taxation
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UK ranks as internationally competitive
Global competitiveness rankings
Heritage Foundation

World Bank

World Economic
Forum

#1

Hong Kong

Singapore

Switzerland

#2

Singapore

New Zealand

Singapore

#3

New Zealand

Denmark

United States

#4

Switzerland

South Korea

Germany

#5

Australia

Hong Kong

Netherlands

United
Kingdom

10

6

10

Sweden

26

8

9

Spain

43

33

33

Belgium

44

43

19

France

75

27

22

Italy

86

45

43

138

60

81

Greece

WEF Global Competitiveness Index, World Bank Ease of Doing Business Index and Heritage Foundation Index of Economic
Freedom
*Higher rankings indicate better, usually simpler, regulations for businesses, greater ease of doing business, stronger17
protections of property rights and lower corruption.

Conclusions

1. Brexit shock hits 2017 UK GDP growth…then eases
2. No major systemic or global effects…not a Lehman moment
3. Mrs May: “Brexit means Brexit”; no continued EU membership “through the back door”
4. Brexit prolonged, complex, messy (think TTIP x CETA³)
5. Later timing of A50: dodge FR & BD elections, buy time, build machinery
6. Significant UK control of EU migration => exit from Single Market

7. Immediate business focus: demand shock
8. Brexit > EU relations => pressure for more pro-business UK domestic policies
9. Corporates can’t batten down hatches for next 5-10 years...the show must go on
10. Response: understand exposures, inform government, monitor newsflow, act
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Brexit 3 months on
Rick Cudworth
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Brexit update
A lot has happened since the Referendum on 23 June and
uncertainty remains

Political uncertainty

Economic uncertainty

Changes in behaviour
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Our Brexit Centres
Knowledge and experience from the UK and our Global network

EMEA Brexit Business
Coordinators

Brexit Industry
Leaders

e.g. Consulting, Human Capital, Tax & Legal

e.g. Financial Services, Public
Sector

Deloitte
UK

Deloitte
Global Brexit
Centre

Brexit
Centre

Global Markets

Brexit Domain
Experts

e.g. US, Japan, India, China

e.g. Risk, Strategy, Tax,
Regulation, Location Strategy

Global & EMEA Brexit MF
Leads
e.g. USA, Canada, S Korea, Ireland,
Luxembourg, Germany, Italy

EMEA Brexit Industry
Coordinators
e.g. FSI, TMT, E&R, Public Sector, Real Estate
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Four dimensions of Brexit
The following areas of impact should be considered – how
vulnerable are you?

Movement of people

Restrictions to market access

Cost of market access

Market opportunities
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Impact of Brexit by sector
Looking at the impact of Brexit on financial indicators, market
access and movement of people across sectors
Financial Risk
Sector

Access to
market

Movement of
people

Currency
movements

Consumer
confidence
decline

Business
confidence
decline

Retail

H

H

M

L

H

Consumer Products

H

H

L

M

L

Airlines, Travel Companies and
Tourism

H

H

H

H

L

Hospitality & Leisure

L

H

M

L

H

Technology, Media & Telecoms

L

L

M

M

M

Construction / House Builders

M

H

H

L

H

Real Estate

H

M

H

L

L

Business Services

M

M

H

H

H

Industrial & Building Products

M

M

M

H

L

Automotive

M

M

L

H

L

Shipping

L

M

M

L

L

Agriculture

M

M

L

H

H

Healthcare, Pharma & Biotech

L

L

L

H

M

Oil & Gas

L

L

L

L

M

Mining

L

L

M

L

L

Power & Utilities

L

L

L

L

L

Financial Services

M

M

H

H

H

Each organisation is unique and the exact impacts will vary depending on their EU / UK footprints and operating models.
*Includes impacts arising from changes in regulations, trade tariffs, and EU subsidies

Low impact
Medium impact
High impact

Highly
impacted
sectors
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Navigating through uncertainty and change
Knowing when to act if needed

“Assessing the
impact,
identifying decision
points”

Four Areas of
Impact
“Monitoring the
situation,
executing at the right
time”

• Movement of people
• Restrictions to
market access
• Cost of market
access
• Market opportunities
“Defining the
options,
preparing to
execute”
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A timeline to greater certainty
Knowing when to act if needed
Illustrative timeline with key decision points
Near Term

Today

Short-term

2017

Decision options narrowed
Flexibility preserved

Medium-term

2018

Decision refinement point
Partial resource commitment

2019

Commitment point
Full resource commitment

Ready for exit

Planning, preparing for change
Influence through trade and industry bodies or to Government directly
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Brexit Lab overview
What is the Brexit Lab?
The Brexit Lab is a fully scalable, immersive forum which brings together the right people to assess impacts
and build consensus on decisions and timelines, so you know what you need to do and when.
FUSES INPUTS
The Brexit Lab is prepopulated with likely key
issues for your industry or
sector by our Deloitte Brexit
Centre. It fuses further
inputs from across your
organisation and uses
freeform crowdsourcing and
more structured sessions to
analyse and build
consensus, including direct
interaction with our
specialists on key issues
where appropriate

IMMERSIVE FORUM
The Deloitte Brexit Lab is an
immersive forum which brings
the right people together from
across your organisation, and
our Brexit Centre, to:
•

Identify, analyse and
prioritise impacts

•

Agree upon decisions and
timelines

Brexit Lab
SCALEABILITY
The Brexit Lab is fully scalable
in time and size, with various
components allowing
collaboration across your
organisation and with Deloitte
experts as required
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Brexit Lab overview
What does the Brexit Lab deliver?
The Brexit Lab is a smart way of conducting an impact assessment which provides accelerated thinking and
decision-making. It uses carefully prepared scenarios to allow immediate actions and opportunities,
prioritised business impacts, and key decision points to be identified.
What will Deloitte bring?

* Taskforce
Management
Office

*Activate
Taskforce
and develop
Charter

Present initial
industry issues
and impacts

Identify impacts
– risks and opportunities
• Freeform crowdsourcing
• Workshops/ briefings
• Scenario analysis

The Brexit Lab will help you understand and prepare for
what you must do – in any exit scenario

Monitor
meaningful,
informed data
sources

• Wargaming techniques

Brexit Lab
Domain and
industry
specialist
contribution
and analysis

• Collaborative ranking
• Diagnostic testing
• Contingency planning

Expert
facilitation and
challenge

• Consensus on issues
and decisions
• Consideration of
what you want to
influence and your
key priorities in
policy or negotiations

Diagnose impacts and
identify “must do” actions
• Crowdsource polling

• Business and
functional alignment

Provision of
digital sharing
platform

• Ready to inform
broader strategic
choices

• Prioritised business
impacts
• Pre-Brexit (“must
do”) actions
including:
• Key timelines
• Key influencing
points
• Key decision
points

Accelerated,
customised
scenario
planning

* If this has not already been done in your organisation we are able to provide support
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Brexit Lab overview
Basic structure of a Brexit Lab

Scenario Design

Scenario
Impact Analysis

Formulate
Actions

Diagnose Actions

Session to identify key issues/
uncertainties and the possible
plausible outcomes – that can
be built into realistic scenarios

Conduct impact analysis
against defined scenarios

Time for participants to
reflect, and contribute
possible actions to
mitigate risks/
maximise outputs

Facilitated
discussion to
prioritise actions
and define the
practical steps

Output

Output

Possible actions
which will be
enhanced in next
stage

Timelined key
decision points

Output
At least 2 distinct scenarios
that are plausible but
challenging, based on WTO
maximum change
– industry or client specific

0

1

Output
Prioritised risks/
opportunities specific to
the client
Output can be used to
build highly-customised
scenarios for 2nd session

2

3

4

Contingency
plan
Key influencing
and negotiation
points
Key decision
points

5

ThinkTankTM Digital Forum
The Brexit Forum is underpinned by a ThinkTank™ Digital Forum – a facilitation
platform which enhances collaboration, improves participation and engagement,
effectively collates ideas, and builds consensus across stakeholders.
ThinkTank™ will be pre-populated with risks and opportunities for the industry.
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Scenario Design
Using the maximum change scenario

Fact-based
foundation
scenario
Maximum
change

Now:
We don’t know
what Brexit will
look like

Minimum
change

WTO: The
maximum
change
scenario
A robust
approach to
scenario planning
is to take the
option with most
change – to
identify as many
risks and
opportunities as
possible

Uncertaintybased scenarios
Plausible 1

Specific risks and
opportunities to plan
against

Plausible 2

Specific risks and
opportunities to plan
against

Client-specific
scenarios are
built to drive
focused planning
against timelines

EEA
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Scenario Design
Example

TWO KEY QUESTIONS
Uncertainty

What are the key uncertainties?

What are the plausible
outcomes for that uncertainty?

Plausible 1

Plausible 2

Example
Uncertainty – Given loss of free movement of people, will the UK Government implement special
measures for LS&HC talent?
Special status granted for LS&HC talent

No special measures for LS&HC talent
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Scenario Analysis
Example

Example
Material

•

•
•

1

2

3

“The UK outcast”

“The UK as a Life
Sciences Hub”

“UK cooperates from
outside the EU”

UK exits the EU under WTO
arrangements:

•

UK exits the EU under WTO
arrangements:

•

access to the single
European market is lost

•

access to the single
European market is lost

•

free movement of people
across EU is lost

•

free movement of people
across EU is lost

UK Govt. struggles to ‘make up’
lost EU funding
EU views UK as a 2nd tier
organisation

•

UK Govt. invests in LS&HC to
make UK attractive place for
business

•

•
•

UK exits the EU under EEA
arrangements:
•

access to the single
European market is
retained

•

free movement of people
across EU is retained

UK Govt. aligns with EU
EU focuses on creating a more
dominant European centre
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Scenario Design
Example

Example
material
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Diagnose Actions
Example

Example
Outputs
Risk or opportunity
Top risks/ opportunities

Action
Actions for individual
organisations

Understand which funding will
be impacted and consider
possible impacts

University funding of R&D is
greatly reduced and UK
universities lose teaching skills
and students to other EU
countries – impacting ability to
conduct R&D in the UK

Analyse talent pool how it is fed
– specifically for speciality areas
and model impact of diminished
university ecosystem on talent
pool using scenarios. Use
analysis to determine risk
mitigation/ investment choices:
Adjust operating model – e.g.
relocate certain operations that
the UK may no longer be able to
support

Actions for consortiums

Lobby Government to ensure
R&D funding for Universities

Invest in universities to
stimulate R&D (‘make up’ lost
funding/ offer industry
programmes for students)

New schemes to attract talent
from abroad
New schemes to attract
remaining talent in UK
Actively strengthen links with
UK University IP departments to
secure preferential access to
R&D, and create new links with
EU University IP departments

Develop programmes for
greater networking between
academia and industry
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Helping you navigate through uncertainty and change
The services you may need when you need them

“Assessing the impact,
identifying decision points”
•
•

Four Areas of
Impact
“Monitoring the situation,
executing at the right time”
•
•
•

Critical insights
Regulatory advice
Trade policy advice

Impact analysis
Contingency planning

• Movement of people
• Restrictions to
market access
• Cost of market
access
• Market opportunities
“Defining the options,
preparing to execute”
•
•
•
•

Location strategy
Supply chain optimisation
Tax services
Workforce advisory
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Questions and discussion
Brexit 3 months on
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Drinks and networking
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Deloitte Finance Club
Contacts and resources

• Simon Cleveland +44 7920 591482 scleveland@deloitte.co.uk
• Ian Stewart +44 20 7007 9386 istewart@deloitte.co.uk
• Rick Cudworth +44 20 7007 0899 rcudworth@deloitte.co.uk
• Contact us regarding your Brexit needs: brexitsupport@deloitte.co.uk
Resources:
• Deloitte Finance Club home page: www.deloitte.co.uk/financeclub
• UK Accounting Plus (formerly IAS Plus): www.ukaccountingplus.co.uk
• Deloitte Monday Briefing: www.deloitte.co.uk/mondaybriefing
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Deloitte Finance Club
Recent seminars

• Summer finance checklist – 6 July 2016
• Opportunities and challenges for the Finance function of the future
– 27 April 2016
• Real Estate strategies: the impact of the new Leases Standard
– 9 March 2016
• Holiday finance checklist 2015 – 9 December 2015
• Tax update and Working capital and cash flow management
– 18 November 2015
• How technology is disrupting the Finance Function – 14 October 2015
• Economic update and Football Finance – 16 September 2015
• Summer finance checklist 2015 – 14 May 2015
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